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Let’s Send a Caregiver to the Capitol
Jamie Ford

Why Your Nursing Networks Matter
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Leesha Ford, MSN, RNCOB has the distinction of
being born in the Great Falls
hospital where she now
works as a Labor & Delivery
nurse. Because of that, you
could say she’s been around
the healthcare industry for
her entire life. In fact, these
days, she’s also known
as Professor Ford by the
nursing students at Montana
State University (Great Falls
Leesha Ford,
Campus). She’s a professor
MSN, RNC-OB
for obstetrics, pediatrics and
foundations of nursing—training the next generation of
caregivers who will care for us.
Now, she’s expanding her capacity to care as
she’s thrown her nursing hat in the ring to run for
the Montana House of Representatives where, if
elected, she would care for House District 21 and all
Montanans.
When asked why she decided to run, her answers
will probably make sense to most nurses. “Honestly,
I had no political aspirations whatsoever,” Ford said,
“but after witnessing so many cases of child abuse
and children who were literally, shaken to death, as
well as the elderly struggling for better care—I wanted
to be a voice for those who are often never heard.

So, my focus is two-fold: creating safer communities
for at-risk children, women, and the elderly. And also
caring for nurses and first responders—literally, the
people who care for us.”
As a nurse, she discussed bills that would make
assaulting a healthcare professional (such as an
E.R. nurse) a felony. And another bill to give better
healthcare to firemen across the state who run a
higher risk of developing lung cancer. In addition,
she noted her frustration when the special session
cut health and human services, resulting in adverse
effects for the community. Local mental health
services were forced to reduce case managers by
half, while other cuts resulted in eliminating many
employees/programs serving disabled children.
“Caring about communities is a non-partisan issue,”
said Ford, who is running as a pro-life democrat.
“Healthier communities are safer communities for all.”
From multiple medical mission trips to Tanzania, to
serving Great Falls as a past Kiwanis President, Ford
has been involved in public service for most of her life.
She even won Cascade County Youth Volunteer of
the Year when she was in high school for her hours
of volunteer work at the Missouri River Manor. “I did,
but I forgot to show up to collect the award—so I don’t
really count that.”
If we were to guess, she was probably off taking
care of someone else.
Good luck, Leesha!

Facts about MNA Membership
• If you are a new college graduate, an RN in full-time
study towards an advanced degree, 65+ years of
age who is licensed or retired you can receive a
Decreasing Patient Falls on the
reduced membership rate.
Surgical Unit at Bozeman Health
• You do not have to work at a facility with a collective
Deaconess Hospital
bargaining agreement to be a member of MNA. Any
RN/APRN in the state can join membership.
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• Just because you receive a copy of The Pulse,
does not mean that you are necessarily a
member of MNA. All RN’s in the state of
Montana receive The Pulse.
Presort Standard
• There are 18,000+ RN’s in the state of
US Postage
Montana, however only 2500+ are members of
PAID
MNA.
Permit #14
current resident or

• Your
membership
to
MNA matters, as MNA
advocates for all RN’s in
the state of Montana.
• You
can
join
MNA
online by going to www.
mtnurses.org and clicking
on ‘Join’.
If you have questions,
contact
Jill
at
jill@
mtnurses.org or (406)
442-6710

Princeton, MN
55371

Like us on Facebook

Jill Hindoien, BS
Chief Financial
Officer

Follow us on Twitter

www.mtnurses.org
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Please visit
MNA’s constantly
updated websites!

www.mtnurses.org
www.cnebymna.com

If you wish to no longer receive
The Pulse please contact Monique:
mheddens@aldpub.com
If your address has changed please
contact Montana Board of Nursing at:
www.nurse.mt.gov

PULSE SUBMISSIONS
We are gathering articles that are relevant and
appealing to YOU as a nurse. What is happening
in your world today? Is there information we can
provide that would be helpful to you? The Pulse
is YOUR publication, and we want to present you
with content that pertains to your interests.
Please submit your ideas and
suggestions to Jennifer.
Jennifer@mtnurses.org

May, June, July 2018

Enjoy a user friendly layout and
access to more information, including
membership material, labor resources,
Independent Study Library, a new Career
Center for Job Seekers & Employers,
and more downloadable information.

PUBLISHER INFORMATION & AD RATES

Circulation 18,000. Provided to every registered nurse, licensed practical
nurse, nursing student and nurse-related employer in Montana. The Pulse
is published quarterly each February, May, August and November by
Arthur L. Davis Publishing Agency, Inc. for Montana Nurses Association,
20 Old Montana State Highway, Montana City, MT 59634, a
constituent member of the American Nurses Association.
For advertising rates and information, please contact Arthur L. Davis
Publishing Agency, Inc., 517 Washington Street, PO Box 216, Cedar Falls,
Iowa 50613, (800) 626-4081, sales@aldpub.com. MNA and the Arthur L.
Davis Publishing Agency, Inc. reserve the right to reject any advertisement.
Responsibility for errors in advertising is limited to corrections in
the next issue or refund of price of advertisement.
Acceptance of advertising does not imply endorsement or approval by the
Montana Nurses Association of products advertised, the advertisers, or
the claims made. Rejection of an advertisement does not imply a product
offered for advertising is without merit, or that the manufacturer lacks
integrity, or that this association disapproves of the product or its use.
MNA and the Arthur L. Davis Publishing Agency, Inc. shall not be held liable
for any consequences resulting from purchase or use of an advertiser’s
product. Articles appearing in this publication express the opinions of
the authors; they do not necessarily reflect views of the staff, board, or
membership of MNA or those of the national or local associations.

WRITER’S GUIDELINES:

MNA welcomes the submission of articles and editorials related to nursing
or about Montana nurses for publication in The PULSE. Please limit word size
between 500–1000 words and provide resources and references. MNA has
the Right to accept, edit or reject proposed material. Please send articles to:
jennifer@mtnurses.org

AANP 2018 Health Policy Conference
Thank you so much for the
opportunity to attend the AANP
Health Policy conference. It was
an amazing experience and
well worth my time. Deanna
Babb was also in attendance
and we were able to visit our
legislative offices together.
The conference began
with describing the legislative
process at the federal level
which is very similar to the
Barb Schaff
Montana
process.
After
DNP, FNP-BC
passage, the regulatory phase
begins. It is essential that nursing and AANP has a
voice in identifying barriers to patient access and NP
practice. Language is often times a significant barrier
and readers are needed to secure effective regulations.
What we need to do:
• Stay informed
• Avoid receiving payment or providing services
under physician’s billing
• Check MACRA status
• Report denials - Question why can’t I do
something? Often, language is the problem for
older legislation and AANP is working to update
the language.
CMS is working to secure that new barriers are not
being promulgated but continue to need revision of old
glitches federally.
AANP is working at the federal level and is helping
states to modernize licensure laws, promote signature
recognition and full participation. States are driven by
fiscal concerns, especially Medicaid funding, stable
insurance, employee coverage, the opioid epidemic
and mental health. AANP is watching all 50 states and
offering help where applicable.
NPs can help at all levels:
• Find shared concerns
• Help align policy priorities with healthcare priorities
• Modernize licensure and cut red tape across
state lines to reduce costs and increase access
Suggestions to help promote supportive
legislation:
• State legislators, go slow, establish relationships,
learn who they are and develop trust(need to
promote our healthcare consultants for each of
our districts)
• Know it takes multiple visits (they need to know
our faces)

• Provide small informational pieces that build on
each other rather than too much all at once
• When visiting, need an environment that allows
them to listen – invite them for coffee, get to
know them before the ask (hallway hits have
proven ineffective)
• Mentors when going to the hill help
• Always email a follow-up thank you for serving
and go to the legislature and meet personally
with our reps.
• Take people with you to the legislature
How do we deal with people who are anti-NP vs
physician:
• Go as a group, patients, people not in our
profession
• Help the legislature to understand our practice
and that we are here to stay
• Provide information, but not too much – read
the people and know when it is too much, be
respectful
• Know when legislative deadlines are, book and
learn the dates when the legislator is available to
talk
• Send emails, look at Facebook, twitter
• Legislators get a lot of ASKs , send information
why your proposal is important to citizens
Creating a Media Presence:
• Understand the media: who you are, access,
practice authority, helps to the people i.e. flu, the
opioid epidemic
• Types: local papers, local on-line, radio and
television, national papers, national on-line
• Today Radio and TV have smaller budgets and
less staff. They are looking for content – provide
good content
• Letters to the editor (connect to an article; look at
the rules for the particular paper)
• More need for on-line content
• Press releases
• Radio interviews
• TV is good but short lived – on-line lives on the
web (know how the station presents the news,
pick a topic, target your outlets carefully, develop
the story, pitch it, rinse and repeat)
Developing your topic for the media:
(Choose a topic, create a hook, localize, develop
relationships, pitch, and persevere)
• Narrow the topic, main point first
• Check AANP for supporting data
AANP 2018 Health Policy Conference continued on page 13

CONTACT MNA
Montana Nurses Association
20 Old Montana State Highway, Clancy, MT 59634
• Phone (406) 442-6710 • Fax (406) 442-1841
• Email: info@mtnurses.org • Website: www.mtnurses.org
Office Hours: 7:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Monday through Friday

VOICE OF NURSES IN MONTANA
MNA is a non-profit, membership organization that advocates for
nurse competency, scope of practice, patient safety, continuing
education, and improved healthcare delivery and access.
MNA members serve on the following Councils and
other committees to achieve our mission:
•
Council on Practice & Government Affairs (CPGA)
•
Council on Economic & General Welfare (E&GW)
•
Council on Continuing Education (CCE)
•
Council on Advanced Practice (CAP)

MISSION STATEMENT
The Montana Nurses Association promotes professional nursing practice,
standards and education; represents professional nurses; and provides
nursing leadership in promoting high quality health care.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Montana Nurses Association is accredited as an approver of continuing
nursing education by the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s
Commission on Accreditation.
Montana Nurses Association is accredited as a provider of continuing
nursing education by the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s
Commission on Accreditation.

MNA Staff:

MNA

Vicky Byrd, BA, RN, OCN, Executive Director
Pam Dickerson, PhD, RN-BC, FAAN, Director of Professional Development
Mary Thomas, BA, RN, RN Professional Development Associate
Caroline Baughman, BS, Professional Development Associate
Robin Haux, BS, Labor Program Director
Amy Hauschild, BSN, RN, Labor Representative
Sandi Luckey, Labor Representative
Leslie Shepherd, BSN, RN, Labor Representative
Jill Hindoien, BS, Chief Financial Officer
Jennifer Hamilton, Administrative Assistant

Board of Directors
Executive Committee:
Board of Directors President
Board of Directors Vice President
Board of Directors Secretary
Board of Directors Treasurer
Board of Directors Member at Large
Board of Directors CPGA
Board of Directors CE
Board of Directors CAP
Board of Directors EGW

Lorri Bennett, RN
Terry Dutro, MSN, APRN, AGPCNP-BC
Chelsee Baker, BSN, RN
Linda Larsen, RN-BC
Jennifer Taylor, BSN, RN, CCRN
Bobbie Cross, RN
Debby Lee, BSN, RN-BC, CCRP
John Honsky, APRN
Jennifer Tanner, BSN, RN, CCRN

Council on Practice & Government Affairs (CPGA)
Jack Preston, BSN, RN
Abbie Colussi, RN
Anita Doherty, RN

Karen Fairbrother, BSN, RN, DNC, CDE
Anna Ammons, BSN, RN, PCCN

Council on Professional Development (PD)
Sandy Sacry, MSN, RN
Gwyn Palchak, BSN, RN-BC, ACM
Emily Michalski-Weber, MSN, RN-BC
Megan Hamilton, MSN, RN, CFRN, NR-P
Cheryl Richards, MS, BSN, RN-BC

Cheryl Miller, MSN, RN-BC
Sarah Leland, BSN, RN, CMS
Abbie Colussi, RN
Janet Smith, MN, MSHS, RN

Council on Advanced Practice (CAP)
Chairperson Elect-CAP
Secretary-CAP
Member at Large-CAP
Member at Large-CAP

Deborah Kern, MSN, FNP
Nanci Taylor, APRN
Barbara Schaff, FNP-BC
Keven Comer, MN, FNP-BC

Council on Economic & General Welfare (EGW)
Delayne Stahl, RN, OCN
Rachel Huleatt, BSN, RN

Krystal Frydenlund, RN, CCRN
Lisa Ross, RN, CCRN

Questions about your nursing license?
Contact Montana Board of Nursing at: www.nurse.mt.gov
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Executive Director Report
The More You Know
Belonging
to
your
professional organization is
a professional and personal
obligation.
The
Montana
Nurses Association (MNA)
is the recognized leader and
advocate for all professional
nurses in Montana, whether
they
are
members
or
not. MNA, as a member
driven organization, has a
statewide and national voice
Vicky Byrd,
and is tackling legislative,
BA, RN, OCN
educational, and professional
issues that affect registered nurses.
Many registered nurses and other associations
across the state assume MNA is only a union. Actually,
our MNA professional organization is a blended
organization comprised of both union and non-union
nurses, including Advanced Practice Registered Nurses
(APRNs). Not every Montana professional nurse is an
association member, but the association advocates for
all nurses across the state whether they are a member
or not. Our goal is to encourage all RNs and APRNs to
join MNA and collectively contribute to the business,
advocacy, legislative needs, and voice of Montana
nurses. MNA membership is a joint membership
and includes an American Nurses Association (ANA)
membership as well, therefore a joint MNA/ANA
member.
Your membership in MNA/ANA makes a powerful
statement about you as a professional. It shows
employers, colleagues, and patients your commitment
to nurses and the nursing profession. Membership
identifies you as a nurse who is serious about the
profession as well as purposeful about staying informed,
educated, and involved.
When you become an MNA/ANA member, you join
with nurses across your state and the country, speaking
with one strong voice on behalf of your profession and
your patients. You are committed to providing superior
care to your patients. It is your passion, and you invest
extensive energy in your work and profession.
Listed below are some MNA highlights.
1. MNA endorses NSO for our liability and malpractice
needs.
Nurses Service Organization (NSO)
Professional Liability Insurance for Nursing
Professionals
All it takes is one lawsuit… Your employer-provided
coverage may be focused on your employer and
protecting the interests of the business and its
shareholders—not your best interests. You need
coverage that places your needs first. Professional
liability insurance through NSO allows you to have
peace of mind whether you’re on the job, off the job,
or between jobs. Whether you’re an employee or
self-employed, coverage through NSO is here to help
you purchase professional liability insurance at an
affordable cost

Full Time Acute Care/ED Registered Nurse

Sheridan Memorial Hospital Association is located in the community of Plentywood,
Montana situated in the rolling plains of northeastern Montana. Our rural, family focused
community offers a great quality of life with ample opportunities for outdoor enthusiasts.
Our economy is diverse and is supported by a strong foundation of agricultural and
ranching. If you are looking for a quiet and relaxing place to live, look no further.
• Up to $5,000 recruitment/retention bonus • Relocation Assistance
• Up to $14,000 Student Loan Repayment • Health Insurance
Must possess an unrestricted license in the State of Montana or other
Nursing Compact State. New graduates welcome.

To apply contact: Troy McClymont

440 West Laurel Ave. | Plentywood, MT 59254
Email: tmcclymont@sheridanmemorial.net | Phone: 406-765-3700 | Fax: 406.765.3800
NURSE Corps loan eligible site.
Visit www.sheridanmemorial.net

Why choose NSO?
• Experience: 20 years protecting Nurse
Professionals (even at the Board of Nursing)
• Expertise: Developed and refined by defending
nursing professionals for two decades
• Commitment: We’re dedicated to the education
of nursing professionals in the field of risk
management
Call NSO today at 1-800-247-1500
2. Legislatively for RN’s and APRN’s we are being
heard. Policy & Advocacy
• From state legislatures to the White House, nurses
have a unique opportunity to lend their expertise
in influencing policy at all levels of government.
The ANA ensures that all 3.1 million nurses are
represented across the board and that nurses’
interests are not ignored by bureaucrats who
lack true knowledge of the issues nurses face.
Being the #1 most trusted profession in the
country allows nurses to truly take charge and
make a difference in the policy arena. MNA
represents and advocates for all 20,000+ nurses
in the state legislature and in Washington, DC on
critical nursing and healthcare issues. MNA will
continue to move forward with “Your Nurse Wears
Combat Boots” Campaign-improving workplace
safety for healthcare workers, as directed by
our MNA members. Every year at our MNA
annual convention, our members approve their
legislative agenda. MNA members have lobbied
the state legislature and congress, with significant
successes in advancing nursing and health care.
3. Continuing Education at MNA, your portal for
quality professional development.
• MNA is accredited with distinction as an approver
and provider of continuing nursing education
by the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s
Commission on Accreditation. Often contact
hours are at a reduced cost and there are free CE
opportunities to advance your own professional
development. Reduced fees are offered to
members who serve as nurse planners for
activities submitted to MNA for approval, so you
have an opportunity to develop and implement
your own continuing education activities, which
MNA can approve using international quality
standards specified by ANCC’s Accreditation
Program. Contact hours you earn through MNA
are accepted almost everywhere in the world.

Check out our professional development website
specific for continuing education at www.
cnebymna.com.
4. Opportunities to attend National Conventions.
• Whether you run at the state level for a delegate
position or submit your name to be drawn for
members to attend a national nursing conference,
MNA has designated funds to support our
membership and allow nurses from across
the state to participate in an all-expense paid
opportunity to attend a national convention. The
networking they experience and education they
gain is priceless and fulfills the membership’s
request to put more resources into our individual
members. In 2018, four members from across the
state attended the ANA Quality Conference and
two members attended the ANCC Continuing
Nursing Education Symposium.
5. Increased MNA events.
• MNA has many annual educational conferences in
addition to webinars, workshops, and other events
developed based on learner need:
1. Transition From New Graduate to Professional
Nurse: for senior nursing students and New
Graduates
2. APRN Pharmacology Conference
3. Labor Retreat for leaders and members of
collective bargaining units
4. Continuing Education Update for Providers of
CNE
5. Annual Convention for all members, includes
the House of Delegates
6. Veterans Care Conference, an interprofessional
conference jointly provided with our Fort
Harrison VA facility
7. Legislative day (every other year)
A frequent piece of misinformation is “I receive the
Pulse, so I am already a member” but keep in mind, just
because you receive a copy of our official publication
The Pulse, it does not mean you are a MNA member.
We distribute The Pulse to every registered nurse in
Montana whether the RN is a member or not because
communication about our profession is imperative and
we see this as great value to all nurses from MNA.
Join your professional association today and tap into
the many resources it has to offer. Go to www.mtnurses.
org or call 406-442-6710 or email Jennifer@mtnurses.org
for more information.

Sioux Falls VA Health Care System
Working with and for America’s Veterans is a privilege and
we pride ourselves on the quality of care we provide. In
return for your commitment to quality health care for our
nation’s Veterans, the VA offers an incomparable benefits
package.
The Sioux Falls VAHCS is currently recruiting for night RN
and LPN healthcare positions in the following clinical
areas. 8 hour, 12 hour and intermittent shifts available,
depending on location.
•
•
•
•

Inpatient (med/surg, mental health)
Long-term Care
Emergency Department
Outpatient Clinics

Applicants can apply online at www.USAJOBS.gov
or email a resume to: VHASUXCareers@va.gov

They all come together at the
Sioux Falls VA Health Care System.
To be a part of our proud tradition, contact:
Human Resources Mgmt. Service
2501 W. 22nd Street
Sioux Falls, SD 57105
(605) 333-6852
www.siouxfalls.va.gov

Announcing Career Opportunities
You’ve Been Waiting For!
Crossroads Correctional Facility
Shelby, Montana

Now Hiring:
Clinical Supervisor - RN
RN (FT/PRN), LPN (FT/PT/PRN)
New Licensed Graduates Welcome!
Competitive Salary and Pay Based on Experience.
To learn more, please contact:
Cyndy McClimate - Medical Recruiter
615.263.3148
Apply online at jobs.corecivic.com
CoreCivic is a Drug Free Workplace & EOE - M/F/Vets/Disabled.
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Labor Reports and News
Know your ADO!
Sometimes, I wish we
lived in a perfect world. In a
perfect world, nurses would
never be made to work in
unsafe conditions. Actually, in
a perfect world, we wouldn’t
have illness or injury and
we probably wouldn’t need
nurses.
Alas, we are stuck in this
world. A world where, let’s
be honest, nursing is far
Leslie Shepherd,
from perfect. Sure, there
BSN, RN, Labor
are days when everything
Representative
falls into place. Where
interactions with patients or residents and their families
are pleasant and heartwarming; when you are able to
communicate flawlessly with providers; and where the
staff on your unit just clicks and the rhythm of the day
is beautiful.
Then, there are THOSE days. Days that never seem
to end; when there is new equipment that no one has
been trained on; when the call lights are many and
constant; when acuity is too high or staffing is too
low; when your charge nurse (wait, we have a charge
nurse?) is too busy with his or her own patients to help
anyone with theirs. These are the days I wish we lived
in a perfect world.
The world, your facility, and your union may not be
perfect, but on those difficult and trying days there is
hope for change. It’s called an ADO or Assignment
Despite Objection. While this form itself may not
conjure up another staff member or adjust the acuity
of your patients, it is the first step needed to instigate
change.
The first step in fixing a problem is identifying
that there is one. Without documented evidence of
recurring short staffing, lack of training, or unsafe
conditions, your union cannot advocate for change.
ADO forms are available online and I encourage any
RN who experiences a myriad of unsafe working
conditions to document these situations.
Go to: http://mtnurses.org/Main-Menu-Category/
Labor-Services/Assignment-Despite-Objection
Print them. Use them. Give your union leaders
power to advocate. Start the process for change.

Be a Nurse Advocate/Support Representative
because YOU ARE THE EXPERT!
Over the past few months
representing our members,
it reminded me that our
Labor Department needs to
continue to educate all of you
on what your rights are under
your contract. Especially your
Weingarten Rights! Learn
these rights and encourage
your coworkers to learn these
rights! As bargaining unit
members, your involvement
Robin Haux, BS
with your local is determined
Labor Program
by how much you want to be
Director
involved and an easy way to
do so is to be a nurse advocate/support representative. It
is a small commitment with a large impact.
Being available to support a coworker during a
potential difficult discussion is one way to advocate for
your nurses and patients. Remember, you are an expert
in how your hospital/facility functions! Your input and
questions on behalf of a coworker during an investigatory
or disciplinary meeting are VERY valuable and beneficial
to both the nurse and to your MNA labor representative.
*Know your Weingarten Rights and the Rules!
• The employee must make a clear request
for union representation (requesting a
nurse
advocate/support
representative)
before or during the interview. The employee
cannot be punished for making this request.
(Note: Do not ask the employer, “Do I need union
representation?” It is up to you to make the
statement that you want union representation.)
Remember,
management
is
not
an
appropriate representative, so if they offer
you the nursing supervisor or someone else to
sit with you, that is not adequate. You either need
a local unit leader, or nurse support/advocate
representative, or any other union member/
co-worker to act as your representative. MOST

Your MNA Labor Representatives can provide you
and your local with Weingarten cards and flyers with
easy to access information on your rights! Call your
MNA representative and request the “30 minute or less”
conference presentation!
We have created an easy, “in 30 minutes or less”
conference call presentation (so you can participate
from anywhere) on how to be a nurse advocate/support
representative. This short, easy presentation will educate
you on what you are allowed to do and say (it’s almost
impossible to ask a question that is not helpful and
impossible to make a mistake), and most importantly,
that as a nurse advocate/support representative, you are
there to support a co-worker.

When Your Employer Notifies
You of a Meeting...
*Immediately ask your
Supervisor/Manager/Director:
• “What is the purpose of this meeting?”
• “Is the meeting investigatory?”
• “Will I be asked questions which may
possibly lead to discipline?”
• “Will I be asked questions which require
me to defend my conduct?”

If the meeting is investigatory or
answers may lead to discipline:

Weingarten Rights
If this discussion could in any way lead to my
being disciplined or terminated, or affect my
personal working conditions, I respectfully
request that my Union/Unit Representative or
Nurse Advocate be present at this meeting.
Until my representative arrives, I choose
not to participate in this discussion.

IMPORTANTLY, you have the right to a reasonable
amount of time to obtain representation AND
SUPPORT!
• YOU CAN ASK QUESTIONS! Both the nurse
and their nurse advocate/support representative
can ask clarifying questions! Remember as you
work at the facility, you are the expert! While your
representative cannot disrupt the interview, your
employer must allow them to speak and provide
assistance. Additionally, your representative should
take detailed notes of what all present parties say
at the meeting. These notes and second set of
eyes and ears can prevent later disputes about
what was said at the meeting.

• #1–Respectfully inform your employer
you are invoking your Weingarten Rights
& will need to have your Union/Unit
Representative or Nurse Advocate present
during questioning.
• #2–Quickly arrange for your Union/Unit
Representative or Nurses Advocate to
attend the meeting.

Montana Nurses Association Districts
Rev (08/2000)
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Labor Reports and News
Connecting with Fellow Nurses
is Good Food for the Soul
You may not be aware of all the opportunities MNA offers
to network with nurses while pursuing continuing nursing
education. Every year there are at least five or six conferences
offered by MNA’s accredited provider unit, including:
• Labor Retreat –
April 15-17, 2018 — Every year in April at Chico
Hot Springs. Education for nurses working under
collective bargaining agreements a.k.a. union contracts.
• MNA Convention – October 3-5, 2018 — Every year
in the first week of October in Helena. Offers education
and updates on MNA activities and programs for all
nurses across the state including those that work under
union contracts, those that are members of MNA as a
professional association, and Montana RNs that are not
members yet.

Sandi Luckey
Labor
Representative

• Seamless Health Care for Our Veterans — November 7, 2018 - Every
year the first or second week of November near Veteran’s Day in Helena. Offers
interprofessional education on unique challenges in caring for veterans and how, as
civilians, healthcare teams can provide the highest quality of care in and out of the
VA system.
• Transition to Practice – January 27-28, 2019 — Every year in late January in
Helena. Offers education specifically for student nurses transitioning into practicing
nurses, showcasing tools and resources tailored for new graduate RNs.
• Legislative Day- January 31, 2019 — Every Legislative year (odd numbered
years) in late January/early February in Helena. Offers education and real experience
on interacting with your elected lawmakers to promote nursing practice, access to
healthcare, and the protection of nurse’s rights and safety.
• APRN Pharmacology Conference – March 1-2, 2019 — Every year in March
in Helena. Offers education on nursing practice unique to APRNs, including
pharmacology contact hours, and discusses primary care trends in Montana (i.e.,
rural healthcare needs, new guidelines in chronic conditions, etc.).
Above and beyond the quality education, is the networking. What you can’t see in
this list of conferences is the new friends, the laughs, the moments where a presentation
turns the prism of your perspective. Engaging with other nurses and sharing challenges
and successes opens opportunities for fresh ideas, camaraderie, and support for
the work you do. The brainstorming and encouraging feedback that takes place has
inspired great collaborations and pursuits that might not have otherwise occurred. The
Montana Nurses Association is home base for nurses in Montana and we strive not
only to educate and empower but also to promote the bonds of professional friendship
within Montana’s nursing community. I encourage you to take a closer look at your
schedule for this year and make a plan to attend an MNA event!

Exerpts from ANA
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Exerpts from ANA
Why your nursing networks matter
Retrieved from American Nurse Today-March 2018 Vol. 13 No. 3

Networks help you advance your career, provide high-quality
care, and support your colleagues.
Takeaways:
• Professional networks are crucially connected to quality patient care.
• Building a professional network can take two paths: a network in your
immediate clinical environment or one created through an organization.
• Professional networking has rules, such as adding value to others, building a
professional image, and being prepared and positive.
By Rose O. Sherman, EdD, RN, NEA-BC, FAAN, and
Tanya M. Cohn, PhD, MEd, RN
Maria is a direct-care nurse working on a medical/
surgical unit in an acute-care hospital. She recently
achieved certification and became a member of
a national nursing organization for her specialty,
both of which are needed to advance through the
clinical ladder at work. However, Maria isn’t sure
why her hospital values membership in the national
organization or how it will help her career. She has a
busy personal life and doesn’t have time to volunteer
in her local chapter.
Maria’s lack of understanding about the value of professional networks isn’t unusual.
Many nurses never make the investment of getting involved with professional associations
or take the time to ensure that they have a strong network of colleagues within and
outside their own organization. They wonder why they should spend what free time they
have on an activity that seems so indirectly related to their work, and they fail to see how a
network can enhance their professional growth or be a wise career investment.

The value of professional networks
Maria, like all direct-care nurses, is part of the profession of nursing. As a member
of the profession, she has the opportunity to develop through continuing education,
certification, and membership in nursing organizations. These activities will help
Maria evolve from a novice to an expert nurse and open doors to professional
networks. Professional networks also will provide her with mentorship, support, and
teamwork opportunities. For example, if Maria’s interested in developing specific skills
or advancing her education, she can use her network to identify a mentor for skill
development or guidance on educational opportunities.
Professional networks are crucially connected to quality patient care. Specifically,
healthcare demands evidence-based practice, but nurses across the nation frequently
are faced with variations in patient care and deep-rooted sacred cows of practice
that are neither evidence-based nor current. Working in silos of individual clinical
settings, nurses are left with less-than-optimal patient care and the need to develop
evidence-based solutions from scratch. This is where professional networks can
promote evidence-based practice through collaboration. For example, as a member
of a national organization, Maria has access to networking with other medical/surgical
nurses. Together they can compare and share best practices or research findings from
their clinical practice, reducing the need to re-create the wheel individually. The result is
consistent evidence-based, high-quality patient care.
For young nurses like Maria, a strong network can help when looking for new
career opportunities. Many positions are never advertised, and workforce recruiters
acknowledge that their best referrals come from professionals whose judgment they
trust. Today’s healthcare environment is volatile, so building a strong network should be
part of a professional insurance policy.
Steps to building a network
Building a professional network can take two paths: a network in your immediate
clinical environment or one created through an organization. Both require common steps.
First, establish an understanding of your goals and who can help you achieve
them. For Maria, this could include using her knowledge and experience as a certified
medical/surgical nurse to establish a unit-based education program or to take part in
a unit-based council to work collectively with other nurses through evidence-based
practice and nurse competencies. Maria also might be interested in tapping into the
nursing organization she’s joined to seek out up-to-date practice alerts. Regardless of
the professional network, after goals are set and the right people are identified, you can
interact, share knowledge, and receive plans to help you achieve your goals.
If you don’t have a specific goal in mind, building a professional network might
seem daunting or unclear. Start by putting yourself out there in the nursing profession.
For Maria, who may not be able to commit to joining a committee within the nursing
organization, she can plan to attend the organization’s annual conference. While there,
she can take steps to maximize the networking experience. First, she should think
about some conversational topics and introductory questions to use when interacting
with other attendees. Depending on Maria’s professional goals, the topics and
questions could revolve around clinical practice, leadership development, or advancing
education. In addition, Maria should be professionally prepared for the conference,
including wearing professional attire and taking business cards. She also should
plan to attend all social events and interact with the conference vendors, who could
be potential future employment opportunities or offer cutting-edge evidence-based
products she can share with her clinical colleagues.
The golden rules of networking
Networking opportunities exist everywhere, including online with sites such as
Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter. Many nursing organizations have Facebook and
Twitter accounts that nurses can follow to support networking about clinical practice
and professional development. LinkedIn, on the other hand, helps nurses identify
mentors and colleagues with similar interests. Regardless of whether you’re networking
at a conference, within an organization, or online, you’ll need to follow some rules. (See
Expert advice.)

Affordable, 100% Online Degrees
• Fully accredited MSN program –
Be a nurse educator in 21 months.
• RNs, finish your BSN in 16 months.
• Eight week RN to BSN courses;
admissions five times a year.
• RN to BSN program ranked #13, MSN
ranked #14 most affordable in nation.

enmu.edu/Nursing
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Expert advice
Put these best practices from
networking experts at Essential
Communications into action.
1. Networking is about planting, not
hunting. Professional relationships
are built over time. Never reach out to
network and then abruptly ask for a job.
2. Effective networkers add value to
others. When networking, adopt a
mindset of abundance not scarcity.
Think about what you can do for the
other person first. Perhaps you can
connect him or her with a colleague or
share an interesting article. The best
networkers are givers not takers.
3. Build a professional image. Make
a positive professional impression by
having an up-to-date LinkedIn page, a
professional email address and outgoing
phone message, and business cards.
4. Be prepared. Networking opportu
nities can occur in the most unlikely
settings. Always carry business cards
and be ready to build a relationship.
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Join the networked world
5. Craft your elevator speech. When
you’re asked, “What do you do” or
“What are you looking for,” have a
short, coherent answer that easily rolls
off your tongue.
6. Be positive. Don’t complain about
anything to people you network with
– you’re building a relationship, not
seeking therapy.
7. Share the airtime. The best way to
begin building a relationship is to ask
other people about themselves and
their careers. Spend as much time
listening as you do talking.
8. Follow up consistently. If you’ve been
helped by another, send a thankyou note. If you’ve been given some
homework, get it done and provide
follow-up.
9. Dig your well before you’re
thirsty. By the time you need to build
relationships, it may be too late; they
take time to cultivate. Networking should
be an ongoing professional investment.
Source: Essential Communications.
essentialcomm.com

Over the course of her career, Maria will learn that building a network is one of
the most powerful opportunities that membership in a professional association can
provide. A good network outside her clinical setting will help her gain access to and
act on new information quickly. She’ll also save time and energy by accessing other
professionals who’ve overcome some of the same challenges she’s facing. Many
young nurses have fast-tracked their careers by getting involved with association
committees or running for office.
We live in a networked world, so developing your networking skill set is important to
your career success. You never know what new opportunities you’ll encounter or who
you’ll meet until you extend your hand, introduce yourself, and start asking questions.
Rose O. Sherman is a professor of nursing and director of the Nursing Leadership
Institute at Christine E. Lynn College of Nursing, Florida Atlantic University in Boca Raton.
You can read her blog at www.emergingrnleader.com. Tanya M. Cohn is a nurse scientist
at West Kendall Baptist Hospital Nursing and Health Sciences Research in Miami, Florida.
Selected references
Cain S. Quiet: The Power of Introverts in a World That Can’t Stop Talking. New York: Broadway
Paperbacks; 2012.
Henschel T. How to grow your professional network. 2018.
Jain AG, Renu G, D’Souza P, Shukri R. Personal and professional networking: A way forward in
achieving quality nursing care. Int J Nurs Educ. 2011:3(1):1-3.
Mackay H. Dig Your Well Before You’re Thirsty: The Only Networking Book You’ll Ever Need.
New York: Currency Press; 1997.
Maxwell JC. The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership: Follow Them and People Will Follow You.
Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson; 2007.
Sherman RO. Building a professional network. Nurse Leader. 2017;15(2):80-1.

Networking for introverts
If you’re naturally introverted, networking may not come easily. You may even avoid
networking events because they’re exhausting and force you outside your comfort
zone. The hardest part can be walking through the door into a room. Fortunately, most
people would rather talk than listen, so let others do the talking. You can never go
wrong asking questions and establishing common ground. (See Get the conversation
started.) Chances are that once you start asking questions, the conversation will flow
easily. Most nurses like to be asked about their opinions and sought out for advice.
You’ll be seen as a great networker because you take the time to listen.

Get the conversation started
Use these questions to jumpstart conversations at networking events.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How did you get started in your role?
What are your challenges?
What significant changes are you seeing in your environment?
What’s the most innovative thing that’s happening in your organization?
What do you think will happen with healthcare reform?
What trends do you see happening in nursing today?
What advice would you give to an emerging nurse leader?
How can I help you?
Who else at this meeting would be helpful for me to speak with?

Everyone Deserves A Job They Love!!
Let Us Help Today, Call 406.228.9541
Prairie Traveler’s Commitment
to our Staff

Prairie Travelers is recruiting Traveling
Healthcare Staff in Montana,
North & South Dakota
• Registered Nurses (Hospital, ER, ICU, OB and LTC)
• Licensed Practical Nurses
• Certified Medication Aides
• Certified Nurse Aides
• Full-Time and Part-Time

•
•
•
•
•

Excellent Wages
•
Travel Reimbursement
•
Paid Lodging
•
Flexible Work Schedules		
24/7 Staff Support
•

Health Care Benefits
Annual Bonus
Zero Assignment
Cancellations
Varied Work Settings

APPLY TODAY 406.228.9541
Prairie Travelers Recruitment Department
130 3rd Street South, Suite 2 • Glasgow, MT 59230
For an application or more information, visit

www.prairietravelers.com

RNs, LPNs, CNAs
FT/PT – All shifts available

www.montana.edu/nursing
406-994-3783

Sign On Bonus Available!
Big Sandy Medical Center, Inc

BUILD A CAREER MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Critical Access Hospital, Longterm
Care Facility and Rural Health Clinic.

166 Montana Ave. East | Big Sandy, MT 59520 | (406) 378-2188 | www.bsmc.org

Cascade County Community Health Care Center

Undergraduate Degree Options
• Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) degree
• Accelerated BSN degree for post-baccalaureate students

Graduate Degree Options

Looking for your
forever job?
u

Lead Registered Nurse

u

RN Case Manager

u

Registered Nurse

u

Licensed Practical Nurse

• Master’s Degree (Focused on Clinical Leadership)
- ADRN to MN option
- BSN to MN option
• Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP)
- Family Nurse Practitioner (FNP)
- Psych Mental Health Nurse Practitioner (PMHNP)
Loan repayment facility

http://www.cascadecountymt.gov/employment
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Professional Development Department
MNA’s Approver Unit: What Does it Mean to You?
Montana
Nurses
Association is accredited
by The American Nurses
Credentialing
Center’s
Commission on Accreditation
(ANCC COA) as both a
provider and approver of
continuing nursing education.
The provider unit functions
are pretty straightforward –
we provide criteria-based,
quality education for you as
Pam A. Dickerson,
members and other licensed
PhD, RN-BC, FAAN
nurses in Montana. This Director of Professional
education ranges from realDevelopment
time annual events like our
APRN Pharmacology Conference, Labor Retreat, CE
Provider Update, Convention, and Seamless Care
for Our Veterans Conference to “live” webinars to
independent study materials that you can access on
our web site, www.cnebymna.com.
Less obvious, but equally important, is the work of
MNA’s approver unit. Accreditation as an approver unit
allows us to support other organizations in their efforts
to design, develop, and implement quality continuing
nursing education. This occurs in two ways: working
with individual applicants who want to plan one activity
for nurses, and supporting approved provider units
that are authorized to plan and implement their own
continuing education activities under our guidance.
Individual activities are sometimes one-time
conferences. In other cases, they are “road shows”
that an organization develops and presents in several
different cities over a 2-year period of approval or
independent studies that are posted on LMS systems
or web sites. Individual activity applicants submit
evidence to us that they have planned their activities
in accordance with ANCC COA educational design
criteria. Once we have evidence that quality standards
have been met, we approve the organization to award
contact hours for the activity.
Approved provider units exist within organizations
that develop an infrastructure specifically for the
provision of continuing nursing education in their
facilities (or sometimes are free-standing businesses
strictly for the purpose of providing continuing
education). In addition to meeting ANCC COA
educational design criteria, an approved provider
unit also must demonstrate adherence to criteria
showing the structural capacity of the provider unit to
support quality CE over a period of 3 years and quality

outcome criteria demonstrating that the CE is actually
improving professional development and practice.
Peer review is the ANCC COA process of
ensuring quality and integrity of both individual
activity applicants and approved provider units.
MNA’s approver unit operates under the leadership
of a nurse peer review leader and is supported by 8
peer reviewers with the responsibility of evaluating
applications for adherence to ANCC COA criteria.
What does having an approver unit mean to MNA,
and to you? The approver unit supports the mission of
MNA in a number of ways:
• It serves as a significant source of non-dues
revenue.
• It supports quality, integrity, and outcomes of
continuing education activities, whether they are
offered directly by MNA or through one of our
approved entities.
• It empowers MNA to serve as an agent of
ANCC in supporting organizations wishing to
offer contact hours; only accredited approver
state/constituent nurses associations, specialty
nursing organizations, and federal agencies are
allowed to approve individual activities, and only
accredited state/constituent nurses associations
and federal agencies are authorized to approve
provider units.
• It enables you to access quality continuing
education through a number of individual
activities and approved providers throughout
the state, significantly expanding your access to
quality CE that meets accreditation standards.
• It enables you to earn contact hours that are
accepted by licensure boards in every state in
the U.S. through our individual activity approvals
and approved providers, in addition to the
activities MNA provides directly.
• It supports you through local opportunities
to earn contact hours required to maintain
certification in your specialty practice area.
• It serves as a foundational step for organizations
seeking designation as Pathway to Excellence®
or Magnet® facilities; both of these designations
require quality continuing education to support
professional development and safe practice.
• It significantly extends the “reach” of MNA in
improving nursing practice and supporting
the professional development of nurses. We
currently have approved providers in seven
states and have received individual activity
applications from states ranging from New
Jersey to Hawaii.

• It increases visibility of MNA – every time
an activity is offered by an individual activity
applicant or an approved provider, MNA’s name
is on the contact hour certificate received by
learners.
• It empowers small regional organizations to
provide quality continuing education and offer
contact hours for nurses when they don’t have
the infrastructure, personnel, or finances to
apply directly to ANCC COA for accredited
provider status.
• It enables organizations to plan and develop
one-time activities that meet quality standards
and allow you to earn contact hours – ANCC
COA does not accredit or approve individual
activities.
• It offers an opportunity for professional
development of members interested in serving
as peer reviewers. In some cases, this has led to
opportunities for involvement at the national level
as appraisers with ANCC COA.
• It improves the profession of nursing! Both
individual activity applicants and approved
providers are required to provide evidence that
they have planned activities to address identified
problems in practice and have measured
the outcome of the activity to demonstrate
improvement. Additionally, approved providers
are required to identify and measure outcomes
related to how they support the strategic
initiatives of their organizations and improve
practice over time.
When you are considering participating in a CE
activity that is not directly provided by MNA, look for
evidence that we have approved the activity or the
provider unit. If you don’t see one of these statements,
contact the activity provider to be sure you’re earning
ANCC-recognized contact hours before investing your
time and/or money in the activity.
Here’s the language to look for:
For an approved provider: (Name of facility)
is approved as a provider of continuing nursing
education by Montana Nurses Association, an
accredited approver by the American Nurses
Credentialing Center’s Commission on Accreditation.
For an individual activity: This continuing nursing
education activity was approved by Montana Nurses
Association, an accredited approver by the American
Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission on
Accreditation.
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Professional Development Department
Transition to Practice Event Supports
Senior Students and New Graduates!
2018 is off to a wonderful
beginning! MNA held the
6th Annual Transitioning
from New Graduate to
Professional Nurse event
January 21st and 22nd at
the Great Northern Hotel
in Helena. The leadership
reception and workshop were
attended by 120 students from
around the state of Montana.
We were excited to welcome
Mary Thomas, BA,
senior nursing students from
RN, RN Professional
MSU Bozeman-College of
Development
Nursing,
Carroll
College,
Associate
Helena College –University
of Montana, Aaniiih Nakoda College, Miles City
Community College, and Montana Tech in Butte.
The Leadership reception on Sunday evening
created an opportunity for student nurses to network
with nursing professionals in various careers and,
through informal sharing, learn how these key leaders
impact nursing in Montana. The students were exposed
to the opportunities awaiting them as they become
professional nurses. The nurse leaders impacted the
group with their sincere sharing of their journeys in
their nursing careers and identified resources to help
the students with their own transition experience. A
comment shared by many of the students was wanting
more time to visit with the nurse leaders!
Monday the students started the day identifying their
fears of becoming a professional nurse. The following
were the common fears expressed:
Making mistakes, especially medication errors;
Missing something crucial; Lack of confidence;
Disappointment; Not being a good nurse; Dealing
with death; Leaving work at work; Harming a patient;
Litigation; Burnout; Disorganization; Poor culture fit;
Imposter syndrome; Asking stupid questions and
Responsibility of delegating.

Career desires expressed by the students were as follows:
Excellent
Preceptorship;
Opportunity
for
advancement; Supportive good culture at work; Well
managed unit; Safe staff to patient ratio; Respect for all
members of the healthcare team; Fulfillment; Enjoyment;
Critical thinking skills development; Nonjudgmental
Support; Latest technology; Evidence based
Practice; Work at a facility with shared values and
mission; Finding your passion; Being Inspired; Good
Manageable work schedule; Good relationships both at
facility and with community; Fair pay and good benefits
Acknowledging your fears and stating your desires
are healthy tools to becoming a professional!
Facilitators Mandy Pokorny, MHA, BSN, RN, and
Megan Hamilton, MSN, RN, CFRN, NR-P, provided
insight and tools to help students manage their
transition to a professional nurse. Participants were
reassured that everyone in the room shared the stress
and anxiety of becoming a professional nurse. Learners
were given tools to break through rather that break
down during a crisis.
Identifying strategies for effective self-care was also
inspirational for the students! The following were signs
of stress identified by the students: sleep disturbances;
migraines, tension headaches; stiff neck, shoulders
and jaw; stress eating, craving sugar; irritable. Results
of stress were as follows: social withdrawal; racing
thoughts; want to quit job; ineffective multitasking;
emotional; overwhelmed; overreact; disorganized;
increased heart rate; sweating; loss of empathy; poor
decision making skills.
Identifying ways to release and relieve stress were
discussed, such as exercise, breathing exercises, being
a team player and asking if you can help someone who
is noticeably stressed; and leaving work at work!
The students enjoyed networking with others from the
different nursing schools and were inspired and reassured
that they will go forward and really be able to make a
difference in their patient’s lives. Several participants
volunteered to return next year and share their transition
experience with the next group of senior students.

Statewide Nursing News
More Important Than Diet and Exercise?
For years (literally, years)
I have been advocating for
health care providers to take
better care of themselves. I
have dressed in costumes.
I have sung songs. I have
danced. I have cried. I have
pleaded. Conference after
conference. Conversation after
conversation. For years.
I have a BS in exercise
Joey Traywick,
science but only really came
CMSRN,
to the awareness that I needed
BS Kinesiology
to be the change I wanted
to see in the world when I became an RN. I noticed my
colleagues and I would work all night then sleep four hours
only to return and do it again. We ate on the run. We rarely
exercised in any regular fashion and we neglected the
aches and pains that came with moving humans regularly.
So I advocated for myself and my fellow health care
providers. I began to exercise at work, doing the 7 minute
exercise app or taking the stairs or parking further away
from work. I noticed that eating less sugar was a good
thing and I promoted ten day NO SUGAR challenges.
We had a Facebook group with thousands of people in
it. I began to feel I had done the best things for my friends
and co-workers by demonstrating that diet and exercise
ARE possible even when your work and life are super full.
Then, I saw this Ted Talk. It changed everything.
I would encourage you to take 15 minutes and search
for it, too. It’s on YouTube. Search the terms “Susan
Pinker longer life”

Totally worth it.
Suffice it to say that diet and exercise are worthwhile
pursuits. Not smoking is important, too. Getting your flu
shot, very good. But according to Susan Pinker, if you
want to live a long, healthy life, you need to have SOCIAL
CONNECTIONS. That’s right! More important than being
the “right” BMI is the propensity you have to connect with
others in your daily life.
My whole reason for spreading the motivation for diet
and exercise was to encourage health care providers and
others that life is amazing and worth living. But I forgot
something: PEOPLE! OTHERS! It is MOST important!
Of course, right? What is the most consistent predictor
for individuals to stick with a diet or exercise program?
It is whether they are accountable to OTHER PEOPLE!
See? It’s not mutually exclusive but rather intricately
intertwined. Having people you can count on and being a
person that connects with others is as vital to your health
as eating the veggies and going for the walk. How much
better if we do all that TOGETHER?
The point is, this world NEEDS selfless, giving human
beings like YOU to stick around and live a long, healthy
life! So, take care of yourself. Don’t put off meaningful
relationships. Go for a walk. Make a friend. Walk together.
Who knows? The life you save may be your own.
The Ted Talk that Susan Pinker gave goes on to say
that we are increasingly DISconnected in our very media
driven social lives. Apps on our phone do NOT equate
to being connected. I don’t mean to open Pandora’s Box
but if we don’t reverse the trend of replacing face to face
Statewide Nursing News continued on page 11

Don’t forget to check out our CNEbyMNA
Website for Continuing Education opportunities.
It is constantly updated with new Webinars and
Courses for your continued learning!

www.cnebymna.com
*Montana Nurses Association is accredited with
distinction as a provider of continuing nursing
education by the American Nurses Credentialing
Center’s Commission on Accreditation*

Webinar Series

PRESENTED BY

Workplace Wellness
Cardiac Considerations for Nurses
Nutrition for Nurses
Is Your Compassion for Nursing
Stressing You Out?
Women’s Health and Fitness
Prostate Cancer: Education and Outreach
Sleep Like a Baby
Happiness as a Contributor to Health
Recovery/Work Life Balance
Infection Control/Immunizations
Mindful Practice for Nurse Mental Health
Holiday Health: Dashing Through the Days

Patient Care Topics
Creativity and Innovation in Decision-Making:
From Bedside Nursing to C-Suite
Developing Critical Thinking and Clinical
Judgment Skills
The Fine Art of Care Coordination
Managing Symptoms & Side Effects of Long
Term Treatments for Cancer

Professional Practice Topics

Moral Distress: Addressing the Challenge
in Health Care Practice
Multigenerational Challenges:
Working Together in Health Care
Whose Job Is It, Anyway? The Nurses’s Role
in Advocacy and Accountability
Developing Your Professional Image

For CE Providers
Outcomes and Objectives: When, What, and How
The Quest for Quality – Outcomes Webinar 1:
Strategies for Learning Activities
The Quest for Quality – Outcomes Webinar 2:
Selecting Provider Unit Outcome Measures
The Quest for Quality – Outcomes Webinar 3:
Provider Unit Outcomes: Data Collection
and Analysis
Nurse Planner Webinar: Educating to
Achieve Quality Outcomes

Be a Part of a Forward-Thinking Environment
The Butte Family Planning Clinic is hiring a full-time

Nurse Practitioner/Mid-Level Provider

Desirable shift of Monday through Friday 8 A.M. - 5 P.M.
• Employer paid Professional Liability Insurance and
up to $2000 in CEU credits
• Paid holidays and generous paid leave time
Contact: Katie Smith at (406)497-5081 or ksmith@bsb.mt.gov
Job description: https://agency.governmentjobs.com/
buttesilverbowmt/default.cfm?action=viewJob&jobID=1972470
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APRN Corner
For all of you that were able
to join us in Helena for the
Annual APRN Pharmacology
conference in early March –
THANK YOU. We had a 20%
increase in attendance from
2017. Mark your calendar
for the 2019 conference –
MARCH 1st & 2nd 2019. Please
encourage your fellow APRN
colleagues and students to
come and network and learn
new things that impact care.
Keven Comer
Barb Schaff received the MN, APRN, FNP-BC
2018 APRN Trailblazer award.
Each and every one of us can
thank Barb, as one of the NPs that worked tirelessly to
make sure all Montana APRN’s work in a full practice
authority state. She was the first NP in the state to
receive her DNP. I remember when I said “what is
that?”…and Barb was the first. Barb continues to work
and share her expertise with patients and families. She
has mentored many NPs. What an incredible role model
for us all.
We heard from many APRNs that the cost of MNA
full membership was prohibitive. MNA, along with
the Council on Advanced Practice (CAP), listened
and created the CAP-C membership. This stands for
Council on Advanced Practice – Collaborator. MNA has
developed this new collaborator membership category
specifically for the Montana advanced practice nurses.
For only $99 per year, you can stay up to date on all
the APRN issues and collaborate with MNA to monitor
legislative agendas and any potential changes to our
full practice authority, thereby elevating our presence
in Helena. The CAP-C membership is collaborative
only, but allows you discounted registration fees to the
annual MNA convention in the fall and the annual APRN
Pharmacology Conference in the spring. MNA is the
recognized leader and advocate for the professional
nurse in Montana and by becoming a CAP-C member
it allows more APRNs to invest in empowering the
professional organization to advocate on our behalf. For
full MNA membership go to www.mtnurses.org or call
the office at 406-442-6710.
Remember that the Montana Nurses Association,
the American Nurses Association and the American
Association of Nurse Practitioners and many other
nursing associations are actively advocating to remove
any barriers that patients face when receiving care
from NPs and modernizing state laws and licensure so
patients have full and direct care from NPs.
MNA will be introducing a Global Signature Authority
bill in the 2019 Legislative session. There are many states
that have already introduced this legislation. Please send
me an email and let me know of any barriers that you are
facing.
As always, be sure to contact me if you have any
APRN concerns or comments
Keven.comer@gmail.com
PASSION + COMMITMENT = EXCELLENCE

Montana Nurses Association
Approved Providers
MNA thanks all of the Approved Provider Units
we work with for their commitment to advancing and
promoting quality nursing practice through continuing
nursing education.
Acute Care Education – Vancouver, WA
Alaska Division of Public Health –
Anchorage, AK With Distinction
Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium –
Anchorage, AK
Alaska Nurses Association – Anchorage, AK
Alaska Regional Hospital – Anchorage, AK
Alzheimer’s Resource of Alaska – Anchorage, AK
Bartlett Regional Hospital – Juneau, AK
With Distinction
Benefis Healthcare Systems – Great Falls, MT
With Distinction
Billings Clinic – Billings, MT
Bozeman Deaconess Hospital – Bozeman, MT
Cardea Services – Seattle, WA
Central Peninsula General Hospital – Soldatna, AK
With Distinction
Cheyenne Regional Medical Center – Cheyenne, WY
Community Medical Center – Missoula, MT
Evergreen Health – Kirkland, WA
Fairbanks Memorial Hospital – Fairbanks, AK
Kadlec Regional Medical Center – Richland, WA
Kalispell Regional Healthcare System – Kalispell, MT
With Distinction
Kootenai Health – Coeur d’Alene, ID
Mat-Su Regional Medical Center – Palmer, AK
Montana Health Network – Miles City, MT
Mountain Pacific Quality Health – Helena, MT
MT Geriatric Education Center of UM – Missoula, MT
With Distinction
North Valley Hospital – Whitefish, MT
With Distinction
Pacific Lutheran University – Tacoma, WA

This year, there was a special opportunity
for the attendees of the APRN Pharmacology
Conference on March 2nd and 3rd!!
Ruth King RN, shared her DNP project via
a Poster Presentation. Ruth was available to
explain her work to the attendees and we thank
her for her willingness to share her wonderful
project on “Preliminary Integrative Guidelines for
Aromatherapy: A Tool for Healthcare Providers.”
We would like to invite all DNP students to share
their projects next year at the 2019 APRN Conference
March 1st and 2nd 2019!!! Please contact Mary
Thomas at Mary@mtnurses.org for details!

Partnership Health Center – Missoula, MT
Providence Alaska Learning Institute –
Anchorage, AK
Providence Healthcare – Spokane, WA
Providence St. Patrick Hospital – Missoula, MT
With Distinction
South Dakota Nurses Association – Pierre, SD
South Peninsula Hospital – Homer, AK
St. Alphonsus Health System – Boise, ID
St. James Healthcare – Butte, MT
St. Luke’s Health System – Boise, ID
St. Peter’s Health – Helena, MT
St. Vincent Healthcare – Billings, MT

REGISTERED NURSES...
EARN YOUR BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
(BSN) DEGREE ONLINE!

UF Health Shands Hospital – Gainesville, FL

We are looking for

passionate and
caring nurses to
join our team.

ADMIT BOTH FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS
Key program features:
• Allows RNs to receive their
four-year degree at a distance
• Fully accredited by the ACEN

For info: 858.3101 or 1.800.777.0750
www.minotstateu.edu/nursing
or email nursing@minotstateu.edu.

Be seen. Be heard.

Wrangell Medical Center – Wrangell, AK

RN – Inpatient Nursing

• Earn college credit for current
Registered Nurse State Licensure
Applications to the program are accepted any time. This is an
ongoing process. Admission to the program occurs Fall, Spring
and/or Summer semester.

Wisconsin Nurses Association – Madison, WI
With Distinction

Full Time or Part Time

Competitive salary, great benefit package,
student loan repayment and relocation expenses available.
Please contact the HR department at (406) 228.3638 for more information.

http://www.fmdh.org

FMDH is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

NOW HIRING! RNs and LPNs, all shifts
Sign on bonus, new grads welcome, competitive
wages, comprehensive benefits package and more.
Contact us today!
600 First Avenue North Hot Springs, MT 59845
Tel: 406-741-2992 Fax: 406-741-2994
empres.com
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Decreasing Patient Falls on the Surgical Unit
at Bozeman Health Deaconess Hospital
By: Surgical Unit Based Council
The Surgical Unit staff at Bozeman Health Deaconess
Hospital is a dedicated, motivated, and invigorated team.
The staff on the Surgical Unit work hard to provide a safe
environment for patients while also ensuring an excellent
care experience. The Surgical Unit Based Council is
constantly working on projects to improve the hospital
experience for patients, their families, and the Surgical
Unit team.
The most impressive accomplishment to date on
the Surgical Unit is the improvement in patient fall
rates. While caring for patients who have undergone
surgery and are at high risk for falling, the Surgical Unit
staff went 869 days without a fall with injury. This was
accomplished by meticulous interventions utilized by the
team to ensure patient safety.
The Surgical Unit at Bozeman Health contains 20
patient beds. The top six diagnoses for patients admitted
to the Surgical Unit include total knee arthroplasty,
fracture, total hip arthroplasty, spinal surgery,
appendectomy, and cholecystectomy. Patients range
in age from 16-94, with the most common age bracket
being 65-74 years old.
The staffing mix on the Surgical Unit includes nurses
and nurse aides. The nurse-to-patient ratio in 2010 was
1:5 during the day shift (7 AM-7 PM) and 1:6 during the
night shift (7 PM-7 AM). Depending on patient census,
there was zero to one nurse aides at any given time.
In 2010, there were 18 patient falls on the Surgical
Unit. Four of the patients who fell sustained injuries, all of
which required a return to the operating room. According
to The Joint Commission, falls with injury increase costs
by an average of $14,000 per admission and add 6.3
days to the patient length of stay (2015).
Recognizing the problem with patient falls, the
Surgical Unit Based Council began a process
improvement project in 2010 to reduce fall rates. The

Unit Based Council consisted of direct care nurses,
nurse aides, and the Surgical Unit Manager. Several
interventions were implemented to reduce patient falls.
The first intervention was to begin identifying all
patients as a fall risk. Nearly all of the patients admitted to
the Surgical Unit have undergone anesthesia and/or are
receiving medications that put them at risk for falling. Fall
kits were implemented which included non-slip socks,
a color coded wrist band, and a lap blanket to identify
the patient as a fall risk if they left the department for a
procedure. Magnets with a falling star to identify patients
as a fall risk were placed outside each patient’s door.
After the determination was made that all patients
were considered a fall risk, the decision was made to use
a gait belt on every patient when they were out of bed
and activate a bed or chair alarm on every patient. The
council ensured there was a designated place to hang
the gait belt in each room for easy access. The addition
of new beds allowed the bed alarms to integrate with the
call light system, which made the staff response to each
bed alarm quicker.
The Charge Nurses began selecting patient room
assignments based on who may be at the greatest
risk for falling. A daily safety huddle allowed the staff to
identify the patients at greatest risk for falling and report
that information to all of the nurses and aides working
that particular shift. Whiteboards in each patient room
were kept updated with the patient’s current degree of
assistance needed.
For the patients who had a femoral nerve block, their
knee immobilizer brace was paramount to fall prevention.
The Surgical Unit Based Council determined that the
knee immobilizers were not always readily available and
decided to attach the knee immobilizer to the patient’s
walker while not in use so that each staff member could
easily find the equipment when necessary.
One of the most successful interventions was the

public display of the Surgical Unit’s current fall report.
The bulletin board is easily visible to all patients and their
families and shows the number of days since the last fall
with injury.
In 2011, the number of patient falls was reduced to
eight. There were only four falls in both 2012 and 2013
on the Surgical Unit. From October 29th, 2014 to March
16th, 2017, a total of 869 days, there were no falls with
injury on the Surgical Unit.
The Surgical Unit staff has taken responsibility and
ownership of the issue, which is what made the project
so successful.
References
The Joint Commission. Preventing falls and fall related injury
in healthcare facilities. Sentinel Event Alert 55. http://www.
jointcommission.org/assets/1/18/SEA55.pdf.
Published
September 28, 2015. Accessed September 27, 2017.

Maureen McGrath, Meghann Josephson,
Sara Morrison, Rhyana Whiteley, Christine
Alberda, Gina Geise, Amy Kitsemble, Melissa
Harrigan, Michaela McAvoy & Amy Adams
Statewide Nursing News continued from page 9

Montana Nurses Association
Foundation (MNAF) 501c3
The Montana Nurses Association Foundation
(MNAF) was launched at our annual convention
October 2017 hosting a silent auction with great
success. Many nurses donated to our foundation and
the foundation has recently invested those donations
to begin meeting our mission and purposes. MNAF
is excited to spread the word across the state of
Montana that donations (100% tax deductible)
can now be accepted and used to support our
mission below. MNAF will leverage the strength of
our organization and our MNA members to drive
excellence in practice and education, and ensure that
the history, voice and vision of professional nurses
in Montana thrives. MNAF helps our communities
through charitable grants and helps nurses improve
the lives of patients and their families locally and
throughout the state.

Mission
The Montana Nurses Association Foundation
(MNAF) is the charitable and philanthropic branch
of the Montana Nurses Association (MNA), with
a mission to preserve the history of nursing in
Montana and contribute, support and empower
the professional nurse in Montana.

Purposes: from our articles
of incorporation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Charitable
Educational
Grants to licensed registered nurses
Awards scholarships
Provide continuing education grants
Historical record preservation
Stimulate and promote the professional
development of nurses

conversations with emoji’s, can we ever really hope to
solve issues of bullying in schools or gun violence? Aren’t
we seeing the devastation that can be a result of young
people and adults that feel isolated in our ever more
electronically “connected” world?
By the by, did you know there is now a minister for
loneliness in the United Kingdom to address this VERY
issue? Are we much farther behind? You can Google
search that, too.
I know. I am just supposed to talk about sit ups and
carrot sticks and I really hate opinion pieces. But this is
NOT an opinion piece. Solid research suggests that if we
are not connected to others, we will not live as long. #facts
So go save the world, will you? Turn off your media
and go be social. Better yet, be active while being social.
Or go the WHOLE way and be active AND social WHILE
eating a salad! I haven’t really done research on it, but it’s
my opinion that we can make the world a much better
place by doing what we do best; caring for each other.

Areas of Interest
•
•
•
•
•

Elevating the image of nursing
Improving health
Strengthening leadership
Generating new knowledge and policy
Fostering philanthropy

To give to the Montana Nurses Association
Foundation contact Jill Hindoien at 406-442-6710 or
email Jill@mtnurses.org.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nursing Faculty Position Available
Full-time, benefits eligible position starting Fall 2018
Join a Nursing Team that educates
in a state of the art Sim Hospital!
Online Application: https://jobs.gfcmsu.edu
Disabled/AA/EEO/Vet Preference Employer

in Billings is currently hiring

LPN’s & RN’s

both part-time and full-time
with a Sign on Bonus!

Loan repayment
Tuition assistance
Vacation
401K
Onsite child day care
Health insurance
Life insurance
Employee pharmacy
Set Schedules
To apply visit
www.sjlm.org
or call Kylie at
(406) 655-5920
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Legislative Corner
Communicating the Political Climate-focusing on issues not party
Reprint from Previous Pulse
- February 2018
Montana Nurses Association
(MNA)
remains
bipartisan
and sustains advocacy and
support addressing healthcare
and other legislative issues
through our MNA Government
Relations Platform, our legislative
platform, approved by the
MNA membership. MNA is
Vicky Byrd,
the recognized professional
BA, RN, OCN
organization, which lobbies
for nursing practice issues to
protect the practice of professional nurses and also protect
the public in all areas of health care. MNA focuses on the
issues surrounding nurses and all that affects healthcare.
A review of our MNA Mission Statement reflects
this commitment. MNA mission statement: The
Montana Nurses Association promotes professional
nursing practice, standards and education; represents
professional nurses; and provides nursing leadership in
promoting high quality health care.
I am also calling attention to some of the very
progressive and forward thinking positions of our
2017-2018 MNA Government Relations Platform,
approved by the MNA House of Delegates October
2017 (italics below). Encompassed in our government
relations platform, these selected positions drive our
communications with those who have an effect on
healthcare to include local, state, and national leaders
and organizations. For full Government relations platform
go to www.mtnurses.org. Here are highlights from our
platform related to healthcare for all:
Improve access to quality, cost effective health
care by developing and/or supporting public
policies which:
• Respond to the needs of the unserved and
underserved populations by promoting access to
health care and healthcare coverage.
• Identify or develop alternative health care delivery
systems that are cost-effective and provide quality
health care.
• Remove
barriers
(financial,
governmental,
regulatory, and/or institutional) that deny access
to appropriate/qualified health care providers and
approved medical standard of care treatments.
• Advocate for legislation that is transparent and
bipartisan and support policies that can achieve
evidence based real healthcare reform.
• Promote community and world health by collaborating
with other health professionals to promote health
diplomacy and reduce health disparities.
Protect human rights by developing and/or
supporting public policies which:
• Promote access to appropriate health services.
• Preserve individual rights to privacy.
• Promote, debate and have consideration of ethical
dilemmas in health care
Protect the environmental health of individuals and
communities through:
• Acknowledging, supporting and addressing
environmental impacts on the health of Montanans.
• Actively engaging with national organizational
affiliates in addressing environmental health issues
in our nation.
• Identify the nurse’s primary commitment is to
the patient, whether an individual, family, group,
community, or population.

Aspen Meadows Health
and Rehabilitation Center
FULL AND PART TIME ALL SHIFTS

NOW HIRING
RNs, LPNs, and Medication Techs
Call Today! 406-656-8818
3155 Avenue C
Billings, MT 59102

Protecting and promoting the future healthcare
and nursing practice through:
• Actively engaging in legislation that supports
professional scope of nursing practice to the full
extent of individual education and training.
• Actively promoting programs and efforts that
encourage educational progression of professional
nursing at state and national levels.
• Representation on boards, committees and
advisory groups which influence the future of the
nursing profession and the future of our state and
national healthcare system.
• Engaging with healthcare partners and associations
to work collaboratively to ensure healthcare as a
right for all American populations.
Utilizing our government relations platform as a guide,
MNA has reached out and will continue to reach out to
our US Congressmen, for feedback and collaboration on
nursing and healthcare issues. We have communicated
concerns regarding the recent tax bills and the current
“Tax Cuts and Jobs Act” law and the effects these
changes in law (or any law for that matter ex: ACA repeal)
will have on healthcare, our nurses and our citizens.
Our concerns frequently align with MNA’s national
affiliates, the American Nurses Association (ANA) and
the American Federation of Teachers/Nurses and Health
Professionals (AFTNHP). MNA is able to provide input
and be a part of the process to evaluate and learn about
the consequences new laws, being made at the national
level, have on our state.
I want to share (below) three evidence based
communications we utilized and assisted with from our
national affiliates (relevant based on date of the articles).
I have previously shared these communications with both
of our US Senators and our US House Representative
in regards to the tax bills, while being mindful of our
legislative platform.
I.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
December 18, 2017
CONTACT:
Shannon McClendon, 301-628-5391
shannon.mcclendon@ana.org
Veronica Byrd, 301-628-5057
veronica.byrd@ana.org
STATEMENT:
American Nurses Association Strongly Opposes
the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
Massive tax bill will significantly reduce the number of
Americans with health insurance
Silver Spring, MD – The following statement is
attributable to Pamela F. Cipriano, PhD, RN, NEA-BC,
FAAN, president of the American Nurses Association
(ANA), in response to the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.
“The American Nurses Association is deeply
concerned about the devastating impact that the Tax
Cuts and Jobs Act will have on health care in this
country. Under the guise of a promise to slash taxes
for corporations and middle-class Americans is a clear
intent to dismantle the Affordable Care Act (ACA), which
has helped nearly 16 million Americans obtain health
coverage. It is also no secret the actions that will be
pursued to make up for the inflated deficit caused by
this tax bill will be the cutting of essential anti-poverty
programs as well as Medicare and Medicaid.
Eliminating the ACA’s individual mandate will lead to
an estimated 13 million fewer Americans having health

Joseph Nevin
Attorney at Law
License Defense
(406) 465-9917
bada55_jd@hotmail.com

insurance. The resulting domino effect will be negative
health outcomes, higher costs, and fewer individuals with
access to critical primary care and preventive services.
This is irresponsible and further proves that health care
is being handled like a political game to be won at any
cost. Frustratingly, this bill was pushed through without
input from patients, consumers, or health care experts,
including the country’s 3.6 million registered nurses,
whom the public ranks as the most ‘honest and ethical’
profession.
Amid numerous failed attempts to ‘repeal and replace’
the ACA, ANA voiced strong opposition to legislation
that would threaten health care affordability, access, and
delivery for millions of people across the nation. ANA will
continue to advocate for a health system that ensures
universal access to a standard package of essential
health care services for all citizens and residents.”
http://nursingworld.org/
II.
December 18, 2017
KEY TALKING POINTS:
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act and the Children’s
Health Insurance Program (CHIP)
OVERVIEW
Please feel free to customize and tailor these talking
points when speaking to key audiences about the Tax
Cuts and Jobs Act and the Children’s Health Insurance
Program (CHIP).
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
The American Nurses Association is deeply
concerned about the devastating impact that the
Tax Cuts and Jobs Act will have on health care in
this country and strongly opposes the bill.
• There is clear intent to dismantle the Affordable
Care Act, which has helped nearly 16 million
Americans obtain health coverage.
• The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act eliminates the Affordable
Care Act’s individual mandate and will result in an
estimated 13 million fewer Americans having health
insurance as well as negative health outcomes,
higher costs, and fewer individuals with access to
critical primary care and preventive services.
• Funding for essential anti-poverty programs,
Medicare, and Medicaid will be significantly cut to
make up for the inflated deficit that will be caused
by this tax bill.
• The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act is being pushed
through without input from patients, consumers or
health experts, including the country’s 3.6 million
registered nurses, whom the public ranks as the
most ‘honest and ethical’ profession.
• The American Nurses Association (ANA) has
voiced strong opposition to legislation that would
threaten health care affordability, access, and
delivery for millions of people across the nation.
• The American Nurses Association will continue to
advocate for a health system that ensures universal
access to a standard package of essential health
care services for all citizens and residents.
The Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP)
The American Nurses Association urges congress
to move quickly on funding re-authorization for the
Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) - a
federal-state program that provides health insurance
to 9 million children in the U.S.
• Federal spending authorization for CHIP ran out
on September 30th and 16 states – Washington,

NOW HIRING: OB Nurse
Immediate full time opening for OB nurse in Lewistown,
MT. Central Montana Medical Center, located in the heart of
Montana, is a 25 bed critical access hospital, providing OB
services to women in Central Montana. Willing to orient new
nurses or nurses who wish to gain experience & knowledge in
the maternity department. Nurses will be expected to work &
be proficient in labor & delivery, postpartum care, and well baby
nursery. Will also be cross-trained to work proficiently on medsurg unit. Current Montana nursing license and BLS required.
Reply to: cmmchr@cmmccares.com • www.cmmc.health
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Oregon, Idaho, Nevada, California, Texas, Arizona,
Colorado, Utah, Minnesota, Virginia, Pennsylvania,
Florida, Massachusetts, Delaware, and New
Hampshire – anticipate running out of funding by
the end of January 2018.
• With the help of CHIP, American children have
access to critical health care services that include
routine checkups, immunizations, doctor visits,
prescriptions, dental and vision care, inpatient
and outpatient hospital care, laboratory and x-ray
services, and emergency services.
• CHIP has helped reduced the rate of uninsured
American children by roughly 5 percent.
American Nurses Association
http://nursingworld.org/
III.
Dear Montana Senators and House Representative,
November 1, 2017
Montana Nurses Association and affiliate AFT/Nurses
and Health Professionals support tax policies that are
based on a fair share distribution of taxation; encourage
job creation, assist the working poor and middle-class
achieve economic security and dignity; and provide
adequate revenues to support social services, government
investment in our communities and access to affordable
health care for children, families and the elderly.
The tax plan released by President Trump and GOP
leaders in September 2017 would cost $2.4 trillion in
revenue over 10 years, according to the non-partisan Tax
Policy Center. This plan:
• Eliminates the state and local tax deductions that
allow Americans to deduct from their federal taxes
the amount they pay in state and local taxes;
• Eliminates the estate tax, which affects only those
estates valued at more than $5.5 million;
• Gives the top 1% in America 80% of the tax
breaks by year 10, cutting their taxes an average of
$207,000 a year;
• Cuts corporate taxes, giving large corporations and
businesses a $2.6 trillion tax cut—70% of corporate
tax cuts benefit wealthier Americans.
• Increases the tax burden on middle class
taxpayers - 3 out of 10 middle-class taxpayers
(making $55,000-$93,000) in America would pay
$1,300 more in taxes, on average, by year 10;
• Pays for these tax cuts by cutting government
revenue by $2.4 billion over 10 years, leading to
massive cuts in public services.
A proposal to eliminate state and local tax
deductions would put pressure on state and local
budgets that now support our schools and local
services. Nearly 44 million Americans in all 50 states
currently use the state and local tax deduction, which
help many families achieve home ownership and
economic security.
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Repealing the state and local taxes would raise
taxes for 23% of Montana taxpayers, and make it more
difficult for our state to raise the revenue needed to
adequately fund public services such as our schools.
Other changes in federal policy being discussed to
accompany the tax changes would lead to deep cuts
in Medicaid, Medicare and income security programs
that would create a financial crisis for our state,
dramatically reducing funds available for Montana
residents on Medicaid, CHIP, Medicare, food benefits,
Pell Grants and our veterans.
Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy
Instead of meeting the needs of working and middle
class Americans, current GOP proposals would cut
social and economic programs in order to give tax
cuts to large corporations and the wealthy through
the elimination of the estate tax, which benefits those
with estates of more than $5 million; and the lowering
of corporate taxes while maintaining loopholes
and creating a massive new loophole for wealthy
individuals through a change in the top “pass-through”
tax rate.
In Montana, the proposed tax cuts would:
• give 57% of the 2018 tax cuts to our richest 1%,only 5,300 Montana taxpayers.
• 14% of households would get a $1,510 tax
increase, on average, in 2018.
• 11% of households making $38,400 to $60,400
would get a $670 tax increase, on average.
• 24% of households making $60,400 to $99,300
would get a $1,230 tax increase, on average.
In summary, instead of focusing on tax cuts that
benefit only the wealthiest in our country at the expense
of the majority of American families, we ask that you
support comprehensive tax reform that:
• Preserves state and local tax deductions
• Closes corporate loopholes and ensures that large
corporations and Wall Street pay their fair share of
taxes
• Maintains and expands vital health programs like
Medicare and Medicaid
• Makes the wealthiest pay their fair share
Sources
https://itep.org/ and https://americansfortaxfairness.org/
https://view.publitas.com/p222-14698/americans-againstdouble-taxation-announcement-release-1/page/1
https://itep.org/trumpgopplan/
http://allin.rtp.aft.org/sites/default/files/article_pdf_
files/2017-10/fs_tax-reform_101817.pdf
Joint statement by MNA and AFTNHP
November 17, 2017
These are examples of working collaboratively
with our affiliates and bringing evidence based data
forward to our congressmen regarding the impacts

MNA-AFTNHP Nurse volunteers
head to the Virgin Islands!
Montana Nurses Association is proudly affiliated
with the National American Federation of Teachers/
Nurses and Health Professionals.
Within the national AFT, our fellow union members
in the Virgin Islands mentioned the need for school
nurses or any nurses to assist with hearing and
vision screenings that were not getting done this
school year due to their recent national disaster. At
the Clinton Global Initiative meeting in January 2018,
representatives from the government identified this
need also. The American Federation of Teachers/
Nurses and Healthcare Professionals (AFTNHP)
launched into action and put together a commitment
that was announced at the recent Clinton Global
Initiative meeting.
When the opportunity presented itself through
the vision of AFTNHP, stating they were going to
deploy nurses to the Virgin Islands to help in any
way possible, the Montana Nurses Association
(MNA) was able to send four nurses to help the
teachers, students, and their families, including the
communities, in any way possible. Together we are
stepping up and helping because these Americans
feel they have been left behind. While the public
schools have been open, it’s unclear what conditions
the students and educators are facing and is hard to

imagine. Our mission is to assess the conditions that
students are learning in and educators are teaching
in. We want to make sure that they are safe and
hopefully be able to assist with their much needed
health screenings, focusing on hearing and vision.
As nurses, in our mission to protect, heal,
and advocate, the nurses will be assessing their
immediate healthcare needs in addition to the health
screenings. The deployed nurses will ensure any
health-related issues, illnesses, or disease processes
are identified to the best of their abilities and are
handled and followed up on properly. In addition to
the healthcare needs, nurses and other volunteers
will be checking on the safety of the schools as the
Virgin Island families want to send their children into
environments that are safe and conducive to learning.
This is a volunteer opportunity that will really
have a meaningful impact on people’s lives and the
AFTNHP and MNA are proud to be a part of it.
Through this effort MNA/AFTNHP nurses are
showing what the nursing profession is all about,
caring for others no matter where they are, who they
are, or what their situation is.
For more information go to: Federation of
Teachers sponsor Mainland Nurses to see 10,000
children for health screenings.
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on nursing and healthcare issues. We need to
become informed and continue to advocate for quality
healthcare for all through our professional associations
and for our communities, especially when the
impact on Montana and American populations is not
advantageous.
Senator Tester voted against and Senator Daines
and Representative Gianforte voted in favor of the
current “Tax Cuts and Jobs Act”. I have asked and will
continue to ask Senator Daines and Representative
Gianforte for their evidence to reassure Montanans
that it will not impact funding for and from Medicare,
Medicaid and Social Security. I have asked for their
rationale and talking points to defend their vote on
the current tax law as it relates to healthcare. For
example, here is current data on the elimination of
the individual mandate/tax penalty for failure to buy
health insurance. Although congress has yet to fully
repeal the Affordable Care Act (ACA) they did manage
to eliminate the tax penalty for individuals that do not
buy health insurance. The Congressional Budget
Office (CBO) projects that 4 million people would
drop their health insurance plans in 2019, rising to 13
million by 2027, without the mandate. And that’s just
the start. One analysis* shows how the elimination
of the individual mandate could cause some state
marketplaces to collapse. That could force Congress
to act on the ACA again this year. *(https://www.axios.
com/gop-may-have-no-choice-but-to-try-health-careagain-after-taxes-2513940879.html)
We continue to work with those who will work with
us addressing issues related to our nursing profession
and quality accessible healthcare. We appreciate
when the US Congressmen, and MT lawmakers
for that matter, reach out to us for our input and
recommendations regarding healthcare reform and
any legislation that would affect nurses, the nursing
professional or healthcare in any way.
I have been reassured by both US Senators and
the US House Representative that they support the
reauthorization of CHIP and we must all hold them
responsible and accountable to make sure that
happens as soon as possible.

AANP 2018 Health Policy Conference
continued from page 2
• Know if anyone else has written on the topic,
how would you reinvigorate the topic
• Be concise and clear, avoid jargon, write and
speak at the 5th grade reading level
• Localize – bring down to lowest level, how does
the topic affect neighbors, know the community
(opioid epidemic), look for ways to attach your
piece to other topics in the news
• Before you pitch, walk away, read over and come
back; have a proof reader (tight and compelling) ,
look for co-authors
• Build relationships – know who the reporters
are, respond to their stories, make suggestions
if warranted, reach out – go for coffee, always
be on the record even if not reported, follow and
interact on social media
• They said NO – don’t give up, self-publish, blog,
Facebook
• Understand the News Cycle focusing on
dominant stories
Jerome Adams – Surgeon General
“Better Health Through Better Partnerships”
Admiral Adams was an excellent speaker and
talked about priorities – opioid epidemic, health and
the economy, and health and national security.
On Tuesday, Deanna and I were able to meet with
Sen. Tester’s and Sen. Daines aides. The Senators
were on the Hill in budget meetings. We were able to
meet with Congressman Gianforte and his legislative
director. We discussed Health Care Access and
barriers, and asked for support of H.R. 1825, and S.
445 the Home Health Planning Improvement Act of
2017. We also discussed Diabetic Shoes and H.R.
1617, the Promoting Access to Diabetic shoes Act.
We asked the aides and Congressman Gianforte to
keep in mind the need for efficiency in the Medicare
program retiring barriers which include authorizing
NPs to certify their patient’s need for home health,
authorizing NMPs to certify their patients’ need
for diabetic shoes, authorizing NPs to perform the
admitting physicals for patients entering skilled nursing
facilities, and authorizing NPs to certify their patients
for hospice.
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Job Interviews & Discriminatory Behaviors
The following process
is
intended
to
give
potential
employees
and
employers an opportunity
for acceptable theory and
process of interviewing and
discriminatory behaviors. If
you are a potential employee,
the
following
information
is intended to provide a
knowledge and awareness
of interviewing behaviors and
discriminatory laws. If you are
Carolyn Taylor
an employer, the following
Ed.D, MN, RN
information is intended to
provide important information regarding policies and
discriminatory laws. Being mutually aware of the process
will better prepare a potential employee and employer for
the complexity of the process.
Potential Employee Interview
As a potential employee, be prepared by bringing to the
interview a copy of the completed application, your letter
of interest, resume, and written references, if possible.
These documents should contain only information
that is not discriminatory in nature—e.g. leave (among
other identified discriminators) your age and race off the
documents. Also, be sure that the interviewers have
received their copy in advance of your application, letter of
interest, and resume before you enter the job interview.
Come intellectually prepared with information about
the facility/organization, its philosophy, objectives,
goals, and anything you can find on the internet about
the facility/organization. Think about your personal
philosophy and how it supports (or does not support)
the facility/organization’s philosophy. Also, know how you
are willing to help move the facility/organization toward
their stated mission and goals. Be prepared to offer this
information to the interviewing committee/person. Know
the laws related to job discrimination and be willing to
identify them if confronted with discriminatory questions.
Dress conservatively. This means to dress simply,
modestly, and be clean. Modest makeup for a female
is a must! Males should consider if the job warrants
being clean-shaven. Preferably, represent yourself in the
manner YOU feel you want to be represented.
Understand that employers are concerned about your
“soft skills” as well as “hard skills.” The term “soft skills”
is related to your work ethics, ability to be courteous,
success as a team member, self-discipline, selfconfidence and control, ability to conform to prevailing
norms, and language proficiency. The “hard skills” have
to do with your intellectual understanding and ability to
do the required work. It is important to display your “soft
skills” while assuring the reviewing committee that you
can do the expected “hard skills.”
You might be placed in a legitimate or fallacious
interview. The hiring process for the employer is to be the
SAME, legally, no matter whether a person is seriously
considered for the job (legitimate interview) or a decision
has already been covertly determined by the interviewing
committee/person (fallacious interview). Fallacious
interviews are common and often an attempt to meet
nondiscriminatory laws. Many accrediting processes
require the interviewing of a certain number of potential
employees, as well as other criteria that help to reduce
the appearance of discrimination and biases.
As a potential employee being interviewed, enter the
situation of being interviewed with the full understanding
that the facility/organization has a legal requirement to
conduct job nondiscriminatory interviews. There are
federal laws prohibiting job discrimination; however,
discrimination is alive and well with 20,857 complaints
filed with the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) in 2016, alone. The antidiscriminatory laws refer to the right of people to be
treated equally.
Discriminatory Laws
There are eleven (11) different types of discrimination.
These are: age, disability, equal pay/compensation,
genetic information, national origin, pregnancy, race/
color, religion, retaliation, sex, and harassment.
Fifty years after the legislation protection for older
workers, bias is on the rise in job recruiting. There are
questions and “required documents/documentation”
by job interviewers that can help reveal the age of the
applicant – asking about age, viewing a driver’s license,
asking about high school graduation date, etc. Even
though some applications inform you that you do not

need to answer their discriminatory questions, the
statement is often added that they greatly encourage
the answering of these questions. These questions
are often/can be an effort to covertly intimidate to
acquire discriminatory answers or an intentional plan to
discriminate. Don’t be afraid to mention that you realize
the question is considered legally discriminatory—
then, answer only if you choose to answer! Know that
there are many possible questions that might test your
knowledge as a potential employee about discriminatory
laws. When you hear a discriminatory question, always
comment about your awareness of the possible attempt
to discriminate. Just the fact that the interviewing
committee/person is aware of your discriminatory
astuteness is a significant indication of your intelligence!
It is important that you, as a potential employee,
know (at least) the following laws that help protect against
discrimination. The (EEOC) enforces these laws. It, also,
provides oversight and coordination of all federal equal
employment opportunity regulations, practices, and policies.
Equal Pay Act of 1963 is intended to protect against
sex-wage discrimination. This means equal pay for equal
work as it relates to job content. It is illegal to discriminate
based on sex regarding fair and equal pay and benefits
in any aspect of employment. This includes overtime pay,
bonuses, vacation pay, retirement benefits, and fringe
benefits. Exceptions to this law are bona fide seniority,
quality or quantity of production, experience, education,
and training. (www.wisegeek.com)
Civil Rights Act of 1964 was a landmark civil rights
and U.S. labor law in the U.S. that out-laws discrimination
based on race, color, religion, sex, or religion. It included
the banning of discrimination in public places. It requires
that job requirements be uniformly and consistently
applied to persons of all races, color, religion, sex,
national origin. (Civil Rights Act of 1964)
Race/Color Discrimination of 1964 involves
treating someone (an applicant or employee) unfavorably
because he/she is of a certain race or because of
personal characteristics associated with race (such
as hair texture, skin color, or certain facial features).
Race/color discrimination also can involve treating
someone unfavorably because the person is married to
(or associated with) a person of a certain race or color.
Discrimination can, also, occur when the victim and the
person who inflicted the discrimination are the same race
or color. The law forbids discrimination when it comes
to any aspect of employment, including hiring, firing,
pay, job assignments, promotions, layoff, training fringe
benefits, and any other term or condition of employment.
Harassment is illegal when it is so frequent or severe
that it creates a hostile or offensive work environment
or when it results in an adverse employment decision
such as being fired or demoted. (U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission)
Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA)
of 1967 and the Older Worker’s Benefit Protection
Act protect individuals of companies of 20 or more
employees who are 40 years of age or older. Age
discrimination means treating an applicant or employee
less favorable because of his/her age. It prohibits
discrimination in any aspect of employment—hiring,
firing, pay, job assignments, promotions, layoff, training,
benefits, job assignment, training, or any other condition
of employment. It is not illegal to favor an older worker
over a younger worker, even if both workers are 40
years or older. It is generally unlawful to include age
preferences, limitations, or age specifications in job
notices or advertisements unless shown to be a bona
fide and reasonable occupation qualification. (U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission)
The Civil Rights Act of 1991 was a more
comprehensive civil rights law than the 1964 Civil Rights
Act. It attempted to strengthen the earlier law, especially
in the realm of employer liability and burden of proof.
It added new ways to sue employers. It prohibits all
discrimination in employment based on race, gender,
color, religious, or ethnic considerations. There is a
provision for monetary damages to employees in cases
of intentional employment discrimination. (Civil Rights Act
of 1991)
Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act (Title
II) of 2008 prohibits employment discrimination based
on genetic information about an applicant, employee,
or former employee. It bars employers from using an
individual’s genetic information when making hiring,
firing, job placement or promotion decisions. (U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission)
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) (Title I)
of 2009 prohibits employment discrimination against

qualified individuals with physical disabilities that limit
one or more major life activities, who has a history or
record of an impairment, or is perceived by others to
have such an impairment. The ADA does not state all
the impairments that are covered. The requirement
is for employers or religious entities with 15 or more
employees. It provides qualified individuals with
disabilities an equal opportunity to benefit from a full
range of employment-related opportunities available
to others. It restricts questioning about an applicant’s
disability before a job offer is made and requires
an employer to make reasonable accommodations
regarding mental or physical limitations, unless it results
in undue hardship. (A Guide to Disability Rights Laws)
National Origin Discrimination of 2017 is an
employment policy or practice applying to everyone
regardless of race or color. It involves treating people
(applicants and employees) unfavorably because
they appear to be of an ethnic background, ethnicity,
or accent, or because they appear to be a certain
ethnic background (even if they are not). National
origin discrimination also can involve treating people
unfavorably because they are married to (or associated
with) a person of a certain national origin. The law
forbids discrimination when it comes to any aspect
of employment, including hiring, firing, pay, job
assignments, promotions, layoff, training, fringe benefits,
and any other term or condition of employment.
Harassment is illegal when it is so frequent or severe
that it creates a hostile or offensive work environment
or when it results in an adverse employment decision
such as being fired or demoted. (U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission)
If there is a test to be considered for employment, the
test must be about the specifics of the job.
If the interviewing committee/person makes it known
that your job qualifications do not meet job expectations,
ask why!? After all—the application and resume
provided the information prior to the interview. Have the
reviewing committee members tell you the qualities they
expect in a potential employee. That way, it provides
an opportunity to explain personal qualities that were,
possibly, overlooked by the interviewing committee.
Some interviewing committee members/individuals
will ask questions that are discriminatory, but are covert,
subtle, or even concealed in the type of questions they
ask. For example: Instead of asking directly about where
a potential employee was born, the question might
be about where did you grow up? Another common
question to determine age is, “When did you graduate
from high school?” These are often disguised in very
friendly language and demeanor. The astute potential
employee should recognize any diversion that is intended
to prompt the disclosure of discriminatory information.
No response is required. Merely, use the technique of
redirection of the conversation to talk about something
else.
The interviewing process is an educational process
to see and more fully understand a facility/organization’s
employment process. Considering the ability and desire
to work with any individual can be one of the most
important decisions for job success. Discriminatory
concerns about an interviewing behavior (or no
interviewing opportunity) should encourage acquiring of
their name and their supervisor’s name in an unobtrusive
manner. Discriminatory interviews are reportable, but
should be done initially at the lowest level—that is,
bringing it to the attention of the person who attempts
to discriminate and, thereafter, to their supervisor if you
deem necessary. Most of the time, interviewers do not
intend to ask questions that discriminate or behave in a
discriminatory manner!
Know your ability offered to the facility/organization.
Have pride on being self-aware and having a healthy ego.
Say what is correct, not necessarily what you think the
interviewing committee/person wants to hear.
If hired, wonderful! If not, an interview can be a
valuable learning experience. Know the worth of your
personal respect, dignity, and being empowered to
determine personal employment choices—not always
depending on others for approval.
Be gentle with yourself and know the intended
objectivity of an interview—and the probable
subjective outcome by the interviewing committee. Be
understanding of the interviewing committee member(s)
or a person who will try to perform an objective interview.
Objectivity (or at least an attempt) is required. The
process is time consuming and requires concentration.
Because of the human component, subjectivity will
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always be integrated as a part of an
objective interview attempt.
Human Resource Department
(HRD) & Non-Discrimination
The intended role of the HRD is
to maximize strategic use of human
resources and maintain policy and
regulatory compliance within the
organization/facility. Entropy naturally
causes a random movement away
(deterioration) of all law(s) of nature or
behavior—therefore, there is an absolute necessity to
have policies to guide administrative behaviors. Also,
because of the extreme increase in susceptibility and
discriminatory litigation, it requires every organization/
facility to perform diligence in their discriminatory
knowledge, establishment of written organization/facility
policy, and recorded compliance to nondiscriminatory
behaviors. This, also, includes:
1. Informing others regarding accurate knowledge,
acceptance, and intended compliance to discriminatory
laws as stated in established policy—(Suggestion: Place
information in full view of both employees and potential
employees.)
2. Documenting carefully the reasons for hiring of
relatives, friends who feel/act like relatives, or inhouse employees without out-of-house employee
consideration as established by policy—(Suggestion:
Consider the possibility of Nepotism accusations.)
3. Interviewing job applicants in like-manner and in
keeping with policy—(Suggestion: Determine in writing
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preliminary criteria stating a required
method of advertising and a minimum
number of in-house and out-of-house
qualified applicants to be interviewed. If
applicant applications are less than policy
requirements, state recognition of policy
noncompliance and advertising efforts.)
4.
Stating on the application form
that “answers to potential discriminatory
questions will not be used to determine
employment”—(Suggestion: Add to each
discriminatory question on the application
a check-box that can be checked by the job applicant
indicating a potential employee’s personal choice not to
provide the associated discriminatory information.)
5. Providing privacy for every person that wishes
to converse about any business or employment
opportunity—(Suggestion: Invite visitors or potential
employees to sit down in an office with one or more
HR employees, closing the door (if needed), listening to
any concerns or questions presented, and conducting
communication that is verbally and non-verbally
supportive. No lunchroom or foyer conversations are
acceptable for business or employment concerns.)
6. Informing advertising agencies/career centers/job
opportunity centers, etc. immediately of the closing
of job opportunities or the filling of an advertised
position—(Suggestion: Courtesy shown by a hiring
organization/facility toward a potential employee
who is pursuing a work opportunity speaks for the
nondiscriminatory effort, philosophy, and overall
caring behaviors of the organization/facility. Accurate

advertising and updating of employment information is
important, as it takes time and effort for the potential
employee to seek out employment opportunities.)
7. Terminating employees (when necessary) according
to existing nondiscriminatory policies and job
descriptions.—(Suggestion: Know the facts and
examples of non-compliance. Be honest, kind, and
quiet. Provide support along with constructive criticism.
Use legal counsel, as needed. Follow existing policies
carefully and document outcomes thoroughly.)
It is important to recognize the HRD as the first
encounter for potential employees and the probable endpoint for employment resolutions, concerns, and conflict
resolutions. Therefore, it is important that the laws and
relevant non-discrimination behaviors be known by all
who have contact with the HRD department.
Montana Discriminatory Laws (Title 49—Human
Rights Act—Montana Governmental Code of Fair
Practices) is the beginning point for any effective HRD in
Montana. The Montana Human Rights Bureau provides
services, investigates, and attempts conciliation of
discriminatory complaints. Complaints must be filed
within 300 days of alleged discrimination to the Human
Rights Bureau.
Carolyn Taylor, Ed.D. M.N. R.N.
(Read more at leadershippoweronline.com)
Thank you, Michelle Smith, R.N. at Fallon Medical
Complex for your review of this document!

MEMBERSHIP
MATTERS!
Montana Nurses Association would like to
invite you to join us today!

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
•

EMPOWERING RNs TO USE THEIR VOICES IN
THE WORKPLACE

•

IMPROVING PATIENT CARE

•

HAVING INPUT REGARDING
WAGES & BENEFITS

•

CONTINUING EDUCATION OPPORTUNITIES

•

LEGISLATIVE REPRESENTATION
Call or email today • jill@mtnurses.org
(406) 442-6710

SAVE THE DATE
* MNA Convention *

Helena, MT ~ October 3rd ,4th & 5th 2018

* Seamless Health Care for Our Veterans*
Helena, MT ~ November 7th, 2018

*Transition To Practice*

Helena, MT ~ January 27th & 28th, 2019
*Legislative Day*
Helena, MT ~ January 31st, 2019

*2019 APRN Pharmacology Conference*
Helena, MT ~ March 1st & 2nd, 2019

*Labor Retreat*

Chico, MT ~ April 7th, 8th & 9th, 2019

Has your contact
information changed?
New name? New address?
New phone number?
New email address?
To update your contact information, please
email or call
Montana Nurses Association:
jill@mtnurses.org or 406-442-6710
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Applications also available on our website.
mtnurses.org

